
for corporate workspaces, control rooms, situational 
awareness, and multiroom visualization.

Warm Audio WA-CX-12 Tube 
Condenser Microphone
 The Warm Audio WA-CX-12 has a mostly flat tone 

that dips slightly at 2 kHz and gradually boosts at a fre-
quency range of between 5-10 kHz. The WA-CX-12 has 
an edge-terminated style capsule made entirely from 
brass, which allows the condenser microphone to have 
nine polar patterns on top of six intermediate patterns. 
Equipped with a 12AY7 vacuum tube and a custom 
TAB-Funkenwerk (AMI) USA Output Transformer for 
added warmth and full, wide, open sound respectively. 

Waves Audio CA3000-MX Commercial Audio Mixer
 The CA3000-MX is an install-ready audio mixer and processing engine suited for 

single-room or multi-zone installations. Housed comfortably within a half-width 2U 

rack-mount chassis, the CA3000-MX supports up to 32 stereo inputs, a 12x8 stereo 
matrix, and 24 stereo aux mix outputs plus L/R/C/M outs. The CA3000-MX is also 
compatible with all Waves plugins.

the LED Modular Floor Display can also bear weight up to 1000 kg per square foot. 
SiliconCore’s proprietary CommonCathode technology ensures industry-low pow-
er consumption and operating temperature. The Modular Floor LED Display also 
features an Image Enhancing Technology that enhances the contrast and offers fin-
er details even in the image’s low brightness area with a High Dynamic Range that 
goes from 1200 nits to 0.04 nits, and delivering a 30,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio. 

VuWall PAK
 VuWall’s PAK is a compact, multi-decode, networked node that works both as a 

standalone device or in conjunction with other nodes to build an infinitely scalable 
IP-based video wall. Featuring four HDp60 outputs or one output of 4Kp60 along 
with multi-format decoding up to 32 HD streams per every device, PAK is designed 
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